Kootenay Zinc Corp. is a mineral exploration and development company
that is presently targeting the Sully Project located 30km east of the
Sullivan Mine in British Columbia. The company is focused on
discovering large-scale sedimentary-exhalative (“SEDEX”) deposits.
2016’s top performing base metal: Zinc
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This document contains forward-looking statements or forward-looking information under applicable Canadian securities laws (hereinafter collectively referred to as “forward-looking statements”) concerning the
Company’s plans for its property, the future price of zinc, comments regarding the timing and content of upcoming work programs, geological interpretations, receipt of property titles, success of exploration activities,
costs and timing of future exploration and development, requirements for additional capital, other statements relating to the financial and business prospects of the Company and other matters. These statements
relate to analyses and other information that are based on forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable and assumptions of management. Any statements that express or involve discussions
with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always, using words or phrases such as “expects” or “does not expect”, “is
expected”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, “plans”, “estimates” or “intends”, or stating that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved), and variations of
such words, and similar expressions are not statements of historical fact and may be forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statement are necessarily based upon a number of factors that, if untrue, could cause
the actual results, performances or achievements of the Company to be materially different from future results, performances or achievements express or implied by such statements. Such statements and information
are based on numerous assumptions regarding present and future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future, including the price of zinc and other metals, anticipated
costs and the ability to achieve goals.
Certain important factors that could cause actual results, performances or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, economic and market conditions in the
geographic areas and industries that are or will be major markets for the Company’s businesses, zinc prices, litigation risks, share price volatility, competition, loss of key directors, employees, advisors or consultants,
additional funding requirements, defective title to mineral claims or property, changes in governmental regulations, and such other factors as may be discussed from time to time. Although the Company believes that
its expectations and the information in this Presentation were based upon reasonable assumptions at the time when they were made, it can give no assurance that those expectations will be achieved or that the actual
results will be achieved as set out in this Presentation. There may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. The Company is not making any representation or
warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in the Presentation, and neither the Company nor any of its directors, officers or employees will have any liability to the
reader or any other persons resulting from the reader's use of the information in the Presentation. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking information or statements in
the Presentation. The reader should consult any further disclosures the Company may make in documents it files with the applicable securities regulators.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties, which could cause actual events, level of activity, performance or results to differ materially from those reflected in the forward-looking
statements, including, without limitation: (i) risks related to zinc, base metal and other commodity price fluctuations; (ii) risks and uncertainties relating to the interpretation of drill results; (iii) risks related to the
inherent uncertainty of exploration and cost estimates and the potential for unexpected costs and expenses; (iv) that resource exploration and development is a speculative business; (v) that the Company may lose or
abandon its property interests or may fail to receive necessary licences and permits; (vi) that environmental laws and regulations may become more onerous; (vii) that the Company may not be able to raise additional
funds when necessary; (viii) the possibility that future exploration, development or mining results will not be consistent with the Company’s expectations; (ix) exploration and development risks, including risks related to
accidents, equipment breakdowns, labour disputes or other unanticipated difficulties with or interruptions in exploration and development; (x) competition; (xi) the potential for delays in exploration or development
activities or the completion of geologic reports or studies; (xii) the uncertainty of profitability based upon the Company’s history of losses; (xiii) risks related to environmental regulation and liability; (xiv) risks associated
with failure to maintain community acceptance, agreements and permissions (generally referred to as “social licence”); (xv) risks relating to obtaining and maintaining all necessary government permits, approvals and
authorizations relating to the continued exploration and development of the Company's projects; (xvi) risks related to the outcome of legal actions; (xvii) political and regulatory risks associated with mining and
exploration; (xix) risks related to current global financial conditions; and (xx) other risks and uncertainties related to the Company’s prospects, properties and business strategy. These risks, as well as others, could cause
actual results and events to vary significantly. There can be no assurance that planned exploration will be completed as proposed or at all, or that economic resources will be discovered or developed at the Sully
Property. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements and information, which are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. There can be no assurance that
forward-looking information, or the material factors or assumptions used to develop such forward looking information, will prove to be accurate. Forward-looking statements are made as of the date hereof, and
accordingly, are subject to change after such date. The Company does not undertake any obligations to release publicly any revisions for updating any voluntary forward-looking statements, except as required by
applicable securities law.
The Presentation is intended for educational and informational purposes only and does not replace independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and opinions expressed are those of the participants
individually. The information is not designed to provide financial, tax planning, accounting, investment, business or legal advice, in any way whatsoever. The reader should consult with a lawyer, accountant and other
professionals in respect of contents hereof. Furthermore, the information in no way should be construed or interpreted as, or as a part of, an offering or solicitation of securities. Investors are advised to discuss any
trading with a registered securities broker or personal finance professional prior to investing.
The scientific and technical information contained in this presentation has been reviewed and approved by the Company’s Project Manager, Paul Ransom, P.Geo., who is a Qualified Person as defined under National
Instrument 43-101— Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects.

DISCLAIMER
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION; NO OFFERING
This is for information purposes only and may not be reproduced or distributed to any other person or published, in whole or part, for any
purpose whatsoever. This does not constitute a general advertisement or general solicitation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any
securities in any jurisdiction. Such an offer can only be made by prospectus or other authorized offering document. This presentation and
materials or fact of their distribution or communication shall not form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any contract, commitment
or investment decision whatsoever in relation thereto. No securities commission or similar authority in Canada or any other jurisdiction has in
any way passed upon the adequacy or accuracy of the information contained herein.

MARKET AND INDUSTRY DATA
The information contained herein includes market and industry data that has been obtained from third party sources, including industry
publications. The Company believes that its industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable, but there is no
assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third party sources generally state that the information contained therein has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of included information. Although the
data is believed to be reliable, the Company has not independe ntly verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this
presentation or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such sources.

WHY ZNK?

THE SULLY PROJECT
The Sully Project is located near Fort Steele,
British Columbia, 30 kilometers east of the
past-producing Sullivan mine of Teck
Resources Limited at Kimberley, B.C. The
world-class Sullivan ore body was deposited
from hot springs deep within an ancient
sedimentary basin. The equivalent level of
strata as at Sullivan and that formed on the
margin of that same basin are present at
Sully.
The Sully Project contains Sullivan-size gravity
masses with the east mass target
demonstrated to be hosted at Sullivan Time
equivalent stratigraphy and filtered AeroMag
anomalies near-coincident with the gravity
anomalies. Geochem data shows anomalous
zinc and lead in soil, the cause of which may
be leakage on structures related to the east
mass target.

THE TEAM
The Company’s team
consists of leading
mining directors and
executives that currently
lead some of the world’s
best mining companies
and have been involved
in world-class
discoveries which sold
for billions of dollars.
The technical team
includes industry
experts that have
worked on mega-mining
projects including the
Sullivan and Voisey Bay
projects.

THE BEST METAL TRENDING FORWARD
Zinc is the best performing base metal in 2016
and the outlook remains strong due in part to a
global supply deficit.
As the most closely tied base metal to the
Chinese economy, zinc demand and prices are
forecasted to rise well into 2020. Goldman
Sachs has termed Zinc as their “bullish
exception in the metals space for 2016”.

ADVISORY BOARD
PETER MEREDITH
Mr. Meredith has been a director of Ivanhoe Mines Ltd. (formerly, Ivanplats Limited) since May 1998. Mr. Meredith is the former Deputy
Chairman and Chief Financial Officer of Ivanhoe Mines Ltd. (now Turquoise Hill Resources Ltd.), where he was involved in overseeing
Ivanhoe Mines Ltd.’s business development and corporate relations. Mr. Meredith was member of the board of directors of Ivanhoe
Mines Ltd. and also served as its Chief Financial Officer from May 2004 to May 2006, and from June 1999 to November 2001, and as its
Deputy Chairman from May 2006 to April 2012. Mr. Meredith was also Chairman of SouthGobi Resources Ltd. until September 2012.

JONATHAN RUBENSTEIN
Mr. Rubenstein is the chairman of Mag Silver Corp. He is Vice President, Corporate Secretary and a Director of Andagan Resource Corp. In
2001, Mr. Rubenstein was one of the founders of Canico Resources Corp., where he served as a Director and as Vice President & Corporate
Secretary as the company acquired, explored and developed its Onça Puma nickel deposit in Brazil. Mr. Rubenstein was instrumental in the
negotiations for the 2005 acquisition of Canico by CVRD of Brazil for $941 million. As Vice President, Corporate Affairs for Sutton
Resources, he also played a key role in negotiating the $525 million takeover of that company by Barrick Gold Corporation in 1999.

STUART (TOOKIE) ANGUS
Mr. Angus is an independent business advisor to the mining industry. Mr. Angus is the former chairman of the board of B.C. Sugar
Refinery Ltd.; he was a director of First Quantum Minerals until June, 2005, a director of Canico Resources Corp. until its takeover by
CVRD in 2005, and a director of Bema Gold until its takeover by Kinross Gold in 2007. More recently, he was managing director of
mergers and acquisitions for Endeavour Financial, a director of Ventana Gold until its takeover by AUX Canada Acquisition in 2011, and a
director of Plutonic Power until its merger with Magma Energy in 2011. He is presently chairman of Nevsun Resources Ltd., which
operates one of the highest-grade open-pit copper mines in the world. He is also the current chairman of K92 Mining Inc.

TECHNICAL TEAM
PAUL RANSOM, P.GEO., SULLY PROJECT MANAGER
Mr. Ransom is a geologist and noted Sullivan SEDEX deposit expert, having worked for over 33 years with Cominco (now Teck Resources
Limited) at the Sullivan mine and on related regional geology. Mr. Ransom has authored and/or co-authored ten papers on geology of the
Sullivan deposit. Mr. Ransom also spent 1.5 years as a project geologist under secondment to Mt. Isa Mines in Australia, another largescale copper, lead, zinc and silver mine. Mr. Ransom has worked extensively in the Kootenay region of B.C., including managing drilling at
Sullivan Deeps, but has also worked in the Yukon and NWT. Mr. Ransom’s passion for finding other mega-SEDEX deposits has been a
career-long pursuit.

DR. DAVID BROUGHTON, PhD GEO., SENIOR TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Dr. David Broughton joined Ivanhoe Mines in January 2008 and has overseen Ivanhoe Mines’ discovery of two major mineral deposits,
Kamoa in the DRC and the Flatreef in South Africa.
Dr. Broughton is recognized as an expert in sediment-hosted copper deposits, and has been a key participant in several discoveries and
successful development projects. (DRC), Namibia, China, United States, Canada and Poland. He was co-leader of the Kamoa discovery
team that is the 2015 recipient of the Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada’s (PDAC) prestigious Thayer Lindsley Award. This
award, honouring the memory of one of Canada’s greatest mine finders, recognizes an individual or a team of explorationists credited
with a recent significant mineral discovery.

BRIAN JONES, P.GEOPHYS
Mr. Jones and Excel Geophysics are noted gravity experts and consultants, having completed notable large-scale surveys for mineral
exploration and resource estimates, including the Voisey’s Bay Project. Inco Ltd. purchased Diamond Fields Resources Ltd. which owned
the Voisey’s Bay Project for $4.3 billion.

DIRECTORS
JAY SUJIR, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Mr. Sujir is a partner at the law firm of Farris Vaughan Wills and Murphy LLP and has been a director and chairman of numerous natural
resource companies over the past 20 years.

HUGH ROGERS, DIRECTOR
Mr. Rogers is a lawyer and businessman with broad private and public company experience. In the past several years, he has focused
on corporate restructuring, distressed asset transactions, and early stage venture financing in a number of industries including mineral
exploration, power generation, digital technology and biotechnology. He is a member in good standing of the Law Society of British
Columbia and a director of Coronado Resources Ltd. and MCorpCx, Inc. and VP-Finance of 3D Signatures Inc.

ANTHONY JACKSON, DIRECTOR & CFO
Mr. Jackson is a Principal at BridgeMark Financial Corp. providing administration, corporate compliance, and financial reporting activities
to public and private companies. Mr. Jackson is also founder of Jackson & Company Chartered Accountants assisting private and public
companies with full service accounting and tax functions.

DAVID SCHMIDT, DIRECTOR & CEO
Mr. Schmidt completed his Bachelor of Applied Science (Mining) at the University of British Columbia in May, 2000, and since then has
been working as a self-employed consultant to mineral exploration companies. He assists with financings, corporate and financial
disclosure and corporate development. Mr. Schmidt is also currently a director of several other public companies.

ZINC THE “BULLISH EXCEPTION AMONG METALS” – GOLDMAN SACHS 2016
GOLDMAN SACHS FORECAST
“We view zinc as the bullish exception in the
metals space and remain very bearish on the
outlook for other base metals prices. In the
second half of 2016, Zinc has by far the most
bullish supply-side dynamic”

Goldman Sachs Zinc Forecast – Bloomberg News May 18 2016 Zinc Historical Pricing – Bloomberg Historical Commodities Pricing

ASIAN DEMAND DRIVING ZINC PRICES ON LIMITED SUPPLY

ZINC: MOST CONNECTED METAL TO CHINESE INFRASTRUCTURE
Of every major metal, zinc is the most connected to
infrastructure investment in China. With Chinese
growth projections above 5% until 2020, the
pressure on zinc supply will continue to grow

GLOBAL ZINC SUPPLY RAPIDLY SHRINKING
Two of the biggest zinc mines in the world (China)
closed in Aug. 2016. Top zinc producer Glencore is
also significantly reducing zinc output in 2016. These
shortages leave an increasing demand unmet,
driving prices up.
China Growth Forecast – tradingeconomics.com

GIANT SEDEX DEPOSITS (MORE THAN 100 MILLION TONS DEPOSITS)

RED DOG ZINC BROOKS RANGE ALASKA
SELWYN ZINC MINE – YOKON TERRITORIES

RHENISH ZINC

SULLIVAN MINE KOOTENAY BC
One of the world’s largest SEDEX
deposits

HINDUSTAN ZINC – RAJASTHAN

Over 100 years of operation with 165
million tons produced (5.95% Pb, 5.49%
Zn and 2.03 opt Ag.)
Total extracted metal value US $42
Billion (Sept 23, 2016 prices)
Approximate pre-mining deposit grade =
17%
Main Band graded 29% Zn+Pb >
US$423/ton + Ag

McArthur River and Broken Hill
– AUSTRALIA

THE SULLY PROJECT – THE NEXT SULLIVAN MINE?
PROXIMITY TO A WORLD CLASS OREBODY
The Sully project is 30 km from the
165 million ton producing Sullivan
mine and close to major
infrastructure including the Trail, BC
smelter.

THE SULLY & SULLIVAN: SOME SHARED GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Strata at Sully are in the same sedimentary basin as Sullivan
The exact stratigraphic time horizon at which Sullivan formed
is present at Sully
Filtered AeroMag anomalies coincident with Sullivan Time at
Sully appear similar to Sullivan
Gravity anomaly at Sully indicates excess mass of comparable
magnitude to Sullivan
Pb-Zn is present as traces in outcrop, drill core and in a soil
geochemical anomaly

SULLIVAN MINE SEDEX DEPOSIT
SULLY PROJECT

30 KM

THE SULLY PROJECT – THE NEXT SULLIVAN MINE?

SULLIVAN SIZE INDICATED BY:
- Excess mass determined by gravity survey interpretation.
- Filtered AeroMag interpretation coincident with the gravity
anomaly.

TEST RESULTS AT SULLY:
- Pb –Zn present at visible trace amounts in
outcrop and defines anomalies in a soil
geochemical survey
- Pb-Zn present in trace amounts in diamond
drill core.
- Rock-types consistent with Sullivan Time recognized in drilling.
- Abundant bedding-parallel layers of iron-sulphide ± Quartz ± Dolomite ±
traces of Pb - Zn possible halo or exhalite mineralization.
- Subtle to large in hole mag variations and temperature trends suggest
proximity of a cause well worth investigating.

SULLY PROJECT / SULLIVAN MINE GEOLOGICAL SIMILARITIES
FAULTING AT SULLY

FAULTS AT SULLIVAN
West dipping “Sullivan Type” normal faults
offset the ore body and strata to the east.

These structures originated as steep west dipping
normal faults that were tilted down on the east during
block faulting.

-

Early fold structures were also tilted during block
faulting.
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Shallow west dipping “Low Angle Normal Faults” LANFs
have been recognized in drilling at Sully.
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GEOPHYSICS, GEOCHEM & GEOLOGY
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METALS IN OUTCROP:
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Abundant bedding-parallel iron
sulphide, quartz and dolomite
laminations and late veinlets of
similar composition, some with
visible traces of Pb-Zn sulphides
are possibly halo mineralization.

METALS IN OUTCROP
Geochem data shows anomalous
Zn and Pb in soil, cause may be
leakage on structures related to
the East mass.
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INITIAL GRAVITY MAPPING

FIRST PASS – INITIAL GRAVITY RESULTS

SU12-05

Early gravity work provided low resolution and
difficult targeting. The initial drilling targeted the
center of the gravity mass at depth.
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GRAVITY MAPPING TAKE 2

MORE DATA – BETTER UNDERSTANDING

Residual
Gravity
mGAL

More data and better resolution showed
definition of twin anomalies 800m apart
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GRAVITY MAPPING TAKE 3
TAKE 3 – LATEST SURVEY
Further gravity
mapping in
September 2016
outlined multiple welldefined East masses
in preparation for
drilling.
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DRILLING HISTORY AND RESULTS TO DATE
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containing
visible
traces of PbZn sulphides.
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PROXIMITY ZONE
Target within 100m indicated by surface gravity,
downhole temp and downhole Mag X,Y,Z field
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MASS MAY BE TECTONICALLY THICKENED AND DEFORMED
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LANFs constrained by numerous repeats of unique micro-stratigraphy

7
Oriented core obtained during drilling of holes 06
and later provides accurate measurement of
planar features such as bedding, cleavage and
mineralized veins and that allows realistic
structural interpretations to be made.

EAST MASS
TARGET

SULLY PROJECT TIMELINE

Additional gravity work
refined target geometry

1990
Identification
of gravity
anomaly

2004
4 shallow drill
holes by another
group

2010
Additional
Gravity Surveys

2014
SU12-05 (1,234 m)
SU13-06 (1,543 m)
controlled drilling techniques

SU14-09 drilled within 100 m
(est) of EAST target

Strata close to Sullivan-Time (with trace mineralization)
intersected with SU14-07 to -09 (2,697 m total);
additional gravity work tightened EAST target

EAST MASS FOCUS
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PLANNED DDH SU16-10
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MASS IS LIKELY
TECTONICALLY
THICKENED AND
DEFORMED

New gravity data confirm and better defined location of
large East mass
500

Geology and gravity data may be explained by
tectonically folded and thickened mass

EAST TARGET
Large untested volume on East
includes Sullivan Time Horizon
itself.

10

Trace PB-Zn in outcrop and drilling and a surface soil
geochem anomaly may indicate a dispersion halo or
leakage related to the east mass.
Structural interpretation based on 2697 m of oriented
core data indicates East Target mass is nearly coincident
with Sullivan geological time horizon.
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NEXT STEPS
EAST MASS FOCUS
More targeted geophysics on East
target. Drilling permitted.
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Mass remains untested
and unknown.
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Explore large untested volume
of the East Target area. Focus
will be intersection of the
upper untested portion of the
Sullivan Time stratigraphic
interval.
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PAUL RANSOM POINTS TO SULLY

